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Mission Statement
The objective of the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego is to promote and
further the technology of electric powered R/C aeromodeling; encourage
competition in Electric Soaring, Pylon Racing, FAI‑F5B/D, Scale, Old
Timer, and Pattern Electric categories by hosting major Industry-sponsored
events and sanctioning “Fun‑Fly” types of contests; provide forums for the
exchange of technical information, instruction and experience; and partici‑
pate in demonstrations of electric propulsion in area-wide model aviation
events.

yOUR eDITOR’S nEW yEARS
RESOLUTIONS
The SEFSD Board of Directors has a new look for 2009; fresh faces with
new ideas and enthusiasm. I hasten to add that the old crew fought the good
fight and did its best to encourage safe and sane and legal behavior at our
Mission Bay flying site, ever cognizant of the fact that our license could be
revoked at any time that the city determined that we were non-compliant.
Rules and regulations are made for the common good, but they are only
enforceable when the average citizen (or member, in our case) willingly and
responsibly adheres to the rules and encourages others to do likewise. The
new board has advised the city that we are frequented by individuals who
think that their waiver--and indeed, AMA’s safety rules and regulations--are
an imposition to be willfully disregarded.
We have been assured that law enforcement officers will stop by henceforth
on a regular basis, and especially at odd hours during the week when Board
members cannot be present (and we are not comfortable attempting to en‑
force the rules in the face of open hostility).
Just think! Our flying site could become a skate board park.
		

Still hanging in there,

Bill Fee
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By Randy Marsden
February
already? January
flew by but gave us
some good flying
weather. This month
is making up for it
with a new storm
every few days. In
spite of the inclement
weather we are still
very fortunate since
our field drains well
and is never buried
under a foot of snow
or inches of ice like
the many of our fellow
pilots in other parts of
the country. We are still working with the city to obtain
flying privileges at an indoor site – we will keep you
posted as this evolves.
The first EMAC event, the trimming clinic,
was held in January with a good turnout for a noncompetition event. The first competition is coming
soon, February 28. We expect a big field of contestants
including plenty of local pilots and a few from Riverside
County and other regional clubs. Unfortunately
because of the recent rain, the San Diego IMAC that
was scheduled for Feb. 14 at the Chula Vista club field
had to be cancelled. We may get a few more pilots
coming to the February EMAC as a result. Our EMAC

series is nationally known through two widely read RC
sites: Flying Giants and Team Flying Circus.
January’s meeting was highlighted by an
excellent speaker from SPAWAR, some nice show
and tell discussions and a lightning fast raffle as we
finished up the meeting just barely on time. Thanks
to Wayne Walker for organizing an interesting and
thought provoking program, the best I remember for
quite a while, and for taking over the raffle. Thanks
also to Neu Motors and Diversity Model Aircraft for
their donations for the raffle.
Remember the dates for MWE are May 1517! MWE planning is well under way, led by Frank
Gagliardi. Frank isn’t shy about asking for help, so
be prepared in the coming weeks and months for
‘requests’ from Frank and his platoon leaders. Most
of the familiar events will be featured – more details
will be appear in our newsletter and on our website
as the event draws near.
With the most competitive EMAC season to
date about to begin, with more pilots showing up with
pattern style planes which are officially legal in EMAC
this year, and since I have not bought a new plane in
quite a while, I ordered a pattern plane myself – the
Krill Spark. Unlike almost all other pattern planes that
are designed to be powered by nitro, gas, or electric,
the Spark is explicitly designed to be electric powered.
It should arrive in a couple of weeks, not quite soon
enough for the first EMAC, but if all goes well I should
have it built, trimmed, mixed, and ready to fly in the
April 4 EMAC.

February Raffle Prizes
infomercial by Wayne Walker
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

An ARF cabin monoplane, SAM legal built by the late Frank Finney.
2 Tickets to the Aerospace Museum during regular hours.
A Scorpion 2215-18 outrunner motor courtesy of DMA/Steve Belknap.
LiPo batteries and 2 micro wing servos, courtesy of Neu Motors/Steve Neu.
More prizes, TBD.

Raffle Prizes value $330+ !!!
Don’t forget:: tickets are 6 for $5, 15 for $10, and 35 for $20, the more you buy the more chances to win!
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Minutes of the January, 2009 SEFSD Meeting

by Paul Guidice

Hi, this is my first month as the
secretary of the club and I started
off with a very interesting meet‑
ing. What did I get myself into
now!
Our new President, Randy Mars‑
den, started off the meeting on
time at 7:00 P.M. After introduc‑
tions of the new board we were
off to a great evening of entertain‑
ment.
1-Club Business- The EMAC
schedule has been set for the year.
There is one change; May 2 has
been changed to May 9. Anyone
who wants to get involved in
EMAC can show up and someone
will help you get started. The first
event is scheduled on February
28.
In accordance with the new city
waiver rule, this year all guests
will need to sign a waiver before
flying at the field. During sched‑
uled events these forms will be
collected and held only until after
the event is concluded.
2-Spring Fling- We have found
a leader to run the event this year.
Frank Gagliardi has volunteered
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

and he is on the look‑
out for volunteers to
help out. If you want to
volunteer please let him
know. We have always
had a good turnout of
volunteers for this event
and we hope that this
year’s effort is no differ‑
ent. So, when you see
Frank let him know how
you can help out.
3- There will be another year of
the Otay Float Fly events. Stilio
has arranged for the event to be
held every 4th Wednesday every
other month. The first event will
be February 25. This year’s an‑
nual Otay Float Fly event will be
held in October instead of No‑
vember, hoping that the hurricane
force winds that we experienced
last year won’t be blowing that
month.
4-The first Chula Vista IMAC
event is scheduled for Saturday,
Feb 14. Feel free to bring your
Valentine.
5-The last piece of club business
was a discussion regarding the
status of the Saturday indoor fly‑
ing venue. There seems to have
been a problem with the paper‑
work. We know that Chuck Grim
will take care of finalizing the
event and those of you that want
to fly indoors can start as soon as
it is approved.
This Month’s EntertainmentTonight’s entertainment was Mike

Wills of SPAWAR, UAS Projects
Manager, SSC Pacific Unmanned
Systems Branch. He brought with
him a large UAV Helicopter called
a Mongoose, sold by Airstar In‑
ternational. Mike also flies experi‑
mental airplanes and sailplanes.
He has flown R/C for 35 years.
Mike explained that SPAWAR (on
Point Loma) makes UAVs and
Robotics that integrated Ground
robots with air and sea UAVs so
that they can work together in the
field. The air vehicle oversees the
area from the sky so that the robot
on the ground can move in on the
target.
They operate by having multi‑
ply vehicle collaboration across
domains. The UAV helicopter is
autonomous with obstacle detec‑
tion and avoidance. It is capable
of autonomous refueling. One
pilot can control multiple types of
vehicles so that he can see views
from the sky, ground and sea all
at the same time on one monitor.
The UAV has autopilot which sta‑
bilizes all 3 axes. It has software
on board to control the aircraft
and an expensive GPS on board.
It has a sonar or laser range finder
for AGL; some form of communi‑
cations for radio control link and a
ground control station with flight
planning and room for a payload.
UAV Definition- A FAA waiver
is required to fly a UAV. The
FAA defines a UAV as a device
used for flight in the air, with no
pilot on board, which is not for
recreational use. Any unmanned
aircraft that is flown for any com‑
Peak Charge
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mercial purpose is a UAV and
cannot be flown without a FAA
waiver.
Using R/C helicopters as UAVs is
relative easy, available, low cost,
has good performance and reason‑
able payload capability. This he‑
licopter is equipped with a Cloud
Cap Piccolo II autopilot, guided
system technology, laser range
finder for altitude estimate, a
$10,000 dollar GPS unit on board
and a magnetometer for magnetic
heading.
The mission is to deploy, refuel
and sustain in the field autono‑
mously. Mike then showed us a
video of the helicopter taking off
from a staging unit. It went up
about 18 meters, found its posi‑
tion, and went on to its mission.
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When it sensed that it was low on
fuel it came back to the staging
platform on its own, positioned
itself about a meter above the
ground unit and then landed itself.
After landing, the helicopter was
positioned by pegs in the platform
over the refueling port. The heli‑
copter then hooked up to a refuel‑
ing valve by itself, and refueled.
It was something to see.
Thanks, Mike, for the entertain‑
ment and for bringing the UAV
helicopter. It was well worth
seeing. A big thanks also goes out
to Wayne Walker (our new VicePresident) who arranged for Mike
to come see us.

Raffle- Wayne Walker is in
charge of this year’s raffle and
it was a good one. There were 3
airplane kits; Steve Neu donated
a charger, and a small Neu motor
(14 grams) that he has nicknamed
a Neu-trino motor. He donated
two batteries (one was a 6S 4300
Neu Battery, which was won by
Mike Wills). There was a scorpion
motor, servos and 3 other lipo
batteries.
Show and TellWayne Walker showed his re‑
built Caremark Plane. It had to
be rebuilt because the motor had
more power than the motor mount
could handle. Nice looking plane.
Tim Attaway showed us his SR71 that he bought at the resent
AMA convention. Can’t wait to
see it fly.

Peak Charge
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Steve Neu had an F-16 that was
nicely built. Beautiful plane.

February’s Speaker

Doug Fronious

Flying at Torrey Pines Gliderport
Doug is a long time Glider enthusiast and several years ago he restored a LeisterKaufman 2 place WW2 training glider to better than new condition. He has flow
at Torrey Pines regularly in the L-K and won a great many awards for both the
restoration and his flights at TP. Doug will talk about the status at TP as well as
his and others notable flights there. As of this writing, Torrey Pines will be open
for full scale gliders from February 26 to April 9th, with the Associated Glider
Clubs of Southern California providing flight in their 2 place aircraft.
		
		

				

Wayne Walker

I’ve built a pusher jet that weighs
in at only twelve ounces but has a
pound and a third of thrust. I’m
ready to take on Chris and his foam
ducted jet (Twister) with the Steve
Neu motor in it. You just can’t beat
a prop.

Leyland Buck
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March

21
21-22
27-29

Electric Fly (indoor) @ Simi Valley Rec Center 5005 LA Ave. @ 7:30 PM
Float Fly – Lake Cachuma – SBRCM club, No Charge, no BBQ or raffle
Float Fly – Visalia Russell Pond – for directions - www.CVRCSoaring.com

April

12
17-19
18-19
21
25-26

Simi Valley Flyers – Electric Fun Fly, BBQ, & Swap Meet
Western States 3 day Electric Fun Fly – Valley Flyers
Float Fly @ Lake Casitas – Ventura County Comets
Electric Fly (indoor) @ Simi Valley Rec Center 5005 LA Ave. @ 7:30 PM
Lake Hemet Float Fly – Hemet Model Masters – www.hemetmodelmasters.org

SWAP MEET
March 21, 2009
Hours: 7:30 am – 11:30 am
Site: Weedwacker Flying Field (SD County Cactus Park, Lakeside)

$5 Seller’s Fee:
Buyers Free
Refreshments Available
Rain date: Saturday March 28, 2009
Information:
DON MADISON (619)-296-1510
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego
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A Visit to the NeuMotors Shop
By Steve Dente

Electric Power for model airplanes is
becoming more and more popular. At
local fields, I see a number of larger
planes using electric power. In fact,
30% electric powered models are
becoming fairly common. I have
quite a few electric powered models
ranging in size from DW Foamies to
a 25% Extra 260. So, when deciding
on a power system for my first 2
meter pattern plane, electric was the
natural choice for me. This gave me
the opportunity to visit with well
known electric motor designer and
manufacturer, Steve Neu at his facility
in San Diego. I learned a great deal
during my visit, and I would like to
share the experience.
I had been watching the used plane
market for quite a while, looking for a
world class pattern plane suitable for
electric power. The rules limit F3A
competition models to 2 X 2 meters,
and 11 pounds all up weight. The rules
also state that internal combustion
powered planes are weighed with
empty fuel tanks, but electric powered
planes are weighed with the batteries
installed. The latest designs in the two
meter pattern world have very large
fuselage designs. This means that if
you are planning to use electric power,
weight must be a primary consideration
in all choices you make. The Deluxe
version of the Passport has a carbon/
Kevlar fuse, sheeted foam core wings,
and lots carbon upgrades that keep it
very light, so it was high on my short
list of desired models. When a used one
came up for sale, I excitedly bought it
as the platform for my electric powered
project. For those of you who would
like more information on this model,
here is a link to the U.S. distributor’s
website: www.netboxhobby.com. I
have used Neu motors in a number
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

of my larger electric powered models
with great results. When I heard
that Steve Neu had developed a new
motor designed for F3A competition,
I ordered one for the Passport. Steve
invited me out to his facility to watch
the final assembly of my motor and of
course I jumped at the chance.
Steve Neu has been involved in
modeling since the 1960s. He attended
San Diego State University in the
1970s, earning a degree in Electrical
Engineering. After graduation he went
to work for Cox Hobbies; like they say,
“Find a job you love, and you’ll never
work a day in your life.” Steve also
spent time at Teledyne-Ryan where
he developed, and flew UAVs way
back in the 1980s before most of us
had heard of such things. In the late
1980s Steve started his own company,
Neutronics, which specialized in
designing and manufacturing retrofit
electronic emission management
systems for internal combustion
engines. During this time Steve helped
with the development of the Aveox line
of electric motors for model airplanes.
When Aveox exited the hobby business
for the more profitable aerospace
industry, Steve began building motors
for his own use. Steve had no choice
at the time, because he couldn’t buy
motors of the quality, efficiency, and
performance required for competition.

You see, Steve is not just an engineer;
he is an accomplished model airplane
pilot and competitor. Steve has flown
on every U.S. F5B world championship
team since the class’s inception in
1986. He helped bring home several
World Championships for the U.S.
Most recently, the team brought home
a second in the 2008 F5B World
Championship held in the Ukraine.
In the fall of 2002 Steve started Neu
Motors in order to make his high
performance motors available to the
modeling community. Currently, Neu
Motors makes a wide range of motors
targeted across the RC industry. In
addition to airplane models, Neu
Motors are in high demand for use
in racing cars, buggies, trucks, and
boats, where his motors hold most of
the U.S. records. In his quest for the
highest performance possible, Steve
has focused on in-runner motors rather
than the less expensive, more common,
out-runner designs. Steve believes that
in-runners are more efficient in the high
power density environments needed
to run at the high RPMs required in
competition. He says that they can be
built lighter, more efficient, and more
durable when compared to out-runners
of similar performance. The primary
drawback of in-runners is that they
are more expensive to manufacture.
Steve feels that in-runners are worth
the added expense and has invested in
engineering advanced stator designs
that optimize the magnetic fields in
order to produce the highest efficiency.
This results in higher power and longer
run times for a given motor/battery
size.
Steve licenses many of his designs to
other well known brands, which are
produced overseas under a variety of
names. However, all of the motors
Peak Charge
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sold under the Neu Motor name are
hand assembled in his U.S. facility.
These motors are built using the
highest quality components, and
assembled to strict tolerances in order
to produced true competition quality
motors. During the time I spent at
the Neu Motor Facility I had the
strangest feeling of De-Ja-Vu, but
couldn’t put my finger on why. Then I
realized where I had seen this before.
I spent many years as a race car driver
specializing in Porsche GT cars.
During that time, I had on multiple
occasions, visited the Porsche factory
in Germany. While Porsche is a well
known high performance car company,
the greatest part of its income comes
from engineering work, and license
arrangements for its designs, and
inventions. In fact, although Porsche is
a very small car company, at one point
last month, based on the market value
of its holdings, it was the most valuable
company in the world! All Porsches are
great performing cars, however motors
destined for the racing environment
are sent to the Motor Sports Shop
where special care is given. Each
component used in a racing motor is
selected carefully, blueprinted, and
assembled by hand in the Motor Sports
Shop. These motors may have the
same design as the production motors,
and often the same serial numbers on
the parts, but the extra care in finish,
and assembly, result in motors that
perform at an exceptional level. As
I followed the assembly of my F3A
motor, it became clear why the Neu
brand of motors is considered the best
in competition electric power for the
RC industry. It’s like buying a race
prepared motor for you car.
I was there to get my new F3A motor,
so I asked Steve to give me a brief
history of the motor’s design and
development. As with any competitive
environment, pilots are looking for
any edge they can get. In racing there
is an old joke that if a car won a race
while having a dead cow tied to its
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

bumper, the next race would have a
whole bunch of cars with dead cows
tied to their bumpers. The same is
true in RC competition. Last year Urs
Leodolter of E-Flight was looking for
such an advantage, and asked Steve
to design a high efficiency motor for
use in F3A. In Europe, electric power
is fast becoming the dominant choice
for F3A competition. It is also starting
to gain a big following here in the
U.S.A. The time was right for Neu to
tackle this design problem. According
to Steve, designing an F3A motor is a
particularly challenging engineering
task.
The motor had to be compact in size,
yet powerful enough for an 11 pound
plane.
Due to the weight requirements of the
F3A rules it had to be light.
It had to produce enough power to fly
the challenging F3A Final Sequences in
windy conditions, while being limited
by the rules to 10S battery packs.

It had to be efficient enough to make it
through the Sequences on 5,000 MaH
or less batteries so the weight could be
kept down.

a few other top American pilots, who
along with Chip, flew the motors in last
year’s NATS with great success. The
just released final design is a custom
sized motor with a special wind that is
lighter in weight, features integrated
cooling fins, and a new internal cooling
fan. One of the complaints with geared
in-runner motors is that the gearbox
requires periodic lubing. In the past
this has required removing the motor
from the plane. With the high usage
that competition planes experience
this could be a major PITA. A new P42
gearbox has been designed for the F3A
setup that allows for quick and easy
lubing without opening the gear box,
and while it is mounted in the plane.
OK, lets move on to the building of
my new F3A motor. I took a bunch of
pictures as my motor was assembled.
I am not a great photographer by any
stretch, but I hope these pictures will
show how electric motors work, and
the attention to detail Neu puts into
these motors.
Steve Neu is a virtual encyclopedia of
knowledge about electric power for
model airplanes having been involved
with it from the early days.

It had to maintain its efficiency while
turning the relatively large props
required to slow the plane on down
lines in order to fly the sequences at
constant speeds.
It had to be durable in order to hold up
to the many hours of practice, and be
reliable during competitions. You can’t
win if you are zeroing rounds due to
mechanical failures.
For a year or so Steve worked with
Urs, and made some “one of” motors
for a select few European pilots. Steve
learned a lot during this process. In
order to develop the final design Steve
worked closely with Chip Hyde, and

Steve Neu in his office.
Peak Charge
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Steve and some of the staff in the final
assembly room. Neu Motors occupies a 5,000
square foot facility that is company owned.

The first step is to attach the magnets to the rotor. These
magnets are really strong, I could barely get one off the
metal staging plate. The magnets are rated to 180 degrees
centigrade! Neu uses a special U.S. made, single stage,
high temperature, epoxy that must be cured in an oven
overnight. This ensures that they don’t come loose from
the rotor.

.Here are the magnets installed on the rotor. As you can
see the F3A motor uses a four pole motor design.

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

The rotor is then installed on the shaft, and the magnets are
wrapped in an epoxy impregnated carbon fiber tape that
must be cured in an oven. This again, helps make sure they
never come loose.

There is the rotor assembly finished. Note the integrated
fan that the new F3A motor has.

The whole shaft/rotor assembly is then balanced to ensure
low vibration, low friction, and long motor life.

Peak Charge
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My fully assembled F3A motor. You can see the integrated
cooling fins, and the intakes for the internal fan. Small,
light and powerful!
The F3A motor has a 12 slot stator, and is hand wound with
special high quality copper wire.

Here are all the components laid out and ready for final
assembly.

My motor on the test bench. Everything looked good.
Yes, it really is turning over 40,000 rpm, without vibra‑
tion, and almost completely silent except for the air being
moved by the internal fan.
There you have it, the birth of my new F3A motor. I am
really excited to get it installed in the Passport, and do the
maiden.
I hope you enjoyed this article; if you are interested in
learning more, a visit to www.neumotors.com will be
worth your time. There is a great deal of information on
Steve’s website.

This is the P42 gearbox that for the F3A motor features
needle bearings, and external lubing capability.
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This is a tiny stator for a motor for indoor competition
models. I think he said it weighed only 16 grams.
Peak Charge
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This monster motor is designed for a 40% plane. More
power than a DA-170!

A new SR 71, Ryans silly, tree 028. We flew it 3 times to‑
day with Dick Kantner watching and of course he worked
on it back in the day and was very excited to see this fly.

				

Tim Attaway

This is a very high tech motor for a UAV. Steve said he
would have to shoot me if he told me more. LOL....

Me at age five with my first dog ‘Tuffy’. That was fiftyseven years ago. I’ll bet that NObody would guess that
one from the Peak Charge..
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego
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WISDOM - FROM THE MILITARY MANUAL
'The Piper Cub is the safest airplane in the world; it
can just barely kill you'
- Attributed to Max Stanley (Northrop test pilot)
------------ --------- --------- --------'There is no reason to fly through a thunderstorm in
peacetime.'
- Sign over squadron ops desk at Davis-Monthan
AFB, AZ, 1970
------------ --------- --------- --------'If something hasn't broken on your helicopter, it's
about to.'
------------ --------- --------- --------'If the enemy is in range, so are you.' - Infantry Jour‑
nal
------------ --------- --------- --------'It is generally inadvisable to eject directly over the
area you just bombed.' - U.S. Air Force Manual
----------- --------- --------- --------'Whoever said the pen is mightier than the sword
obviously never encountered automatic weapons.'
- General MacArthur
------------ --------- --------- --------'You, you, and you ... Panic. The rest of you, come
with me.' - U.S. Marine Corps Gunnery Sergeant
------ ------ --------- --------- --------'Tracers work both ways.' - U.S. Army Ordnance
------------ --------- --------- --------'Five second fuses only last three seconds.' - Infantry
Journal
----------- - --- ------ --------- --------'Any ship can be a minesweeper. Once.'
------------ --------- --------- --------'Never tell the Platoon Sergeant you have nothing to
do.' - Unknown Marine Corps Recruit
- ----------- --------- --------- --------- --------'If you see a bomb technician running, keep up with
him!' - USAF Ammo Troop
------------ --------- --------- --------'Though I Fly Through the Valley of Death , I Shall
Fear No Evil. For I am at 80,000 Feet and Climb‑
ing.' -SR-71 pilot
------------ --------- --------- --------- ------------ ----------- -------------- -------------- ------------'You've never been lost until you've been lost at
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Mach 3.' - Paul F. Crickmore (test pilot)
------------ --------- --------- --------'The only time you have too much fuel is when
you're on fire.'
------------ --------- --------- --------'If the wings are traveling faster than the fuselage,
it's probably a helicopter -- and therefore, unsafe.'
------------ --------- --------- --------'When one engine fails on a twin-engine airplane
you always have enough power left to get you to the
scene of the crash.'
------------ --------- ------- -- --------'Even with ammunition, the Air Force is just another
expensive flying club.'
----------- --------- --------- --------'What is the similarity between Air Traffic Control‑
lers (ATC) and pilots? If a pilot screws up, the pilot
dies; If ATC screws up, .... The pilot dies.'
------------ --------- --------- --------- --------'Never trade luck for skill.'
------------ --------- --------- --------The three most common expressions (or famous last
words), in aviation are:
'Why is it doing that? 'Where are we?' And; 'Oh
Shit!'
----------- --------- --------- --------'Airspeed, altitude and brains. Two are always
needed to successfully complete the flight.'
------------ --------- --------- --------- 'Mankind has a perfect record in aviation; we never
left one up there!'
----------- --------- --------- --------'Flying the airplane is more important than radioing
your plight to a person on the ground incapable of
understanding or doing anything about it.'
------------ --------- --------- --------'You know that your landing gear is up and locked
when it takes full power to taxi to the terminal.'
------------ --------- --------- --------As the test pilot climbs out of the experimental air‑
craft , having torn off the wings and tail in the crash
landing, the crash truck arrives; the rescuer sees a
bloodied pilot and asks, 'What happened?'
The pilot's reply: 'I don't know, I just got here my‑
self!'
- Attributed to Ray Crandell (Lockheed test pilot)
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January Presentation of
UAV Systems by Mike Wills,
SPAWAR
Mike is an avid pilot with many years of both
power and glider experience in a variety of aircraft,
including an RV-4 he built himself in his garage
over 13 years, the last ten getting his Mazda
Rotary engine built and certified for use on the
RV-4.
Mike told us how SpaWar’s Space Systems
Command develops technologies and capabilities
that can be ported to fielded systems to enhance
there capabilities in actual field use. His current
projects are aimed at the makers and users
of Unmanned Ariel Systems. He then showed
us the Commercial Off the Shelf, COTS, large
helicopter that has been assembled by his group
to test autonomous landing and refueling for VTOL
aircraft.
Mike also noted that SPAWAR is always looking
for talented technical people in all aspects of
R&D.

The telephone pole in the upper right hand corner
is practically in my back yard --- the remaining
shots are what other folks do , (other than skating
and skiing and tobogganing), while we are enjoy‑
ing flying at Mission Bay) when rivers and lakes
are frozen over.
			
Editor DWF
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A Letter of Remembrance
by Don Griffin

Here is a short history leading up to and after De‑
cember 7th.
Daniel T. Griffin joined the Navy October 6th, 1936.
He attended flight school at NAS Pensacola May
28th 1937, graduating February 18th, 1938 and
was designated as Naval Aviation Pilot (NAP) in the
rating of AMM2c. He eventually made his way to
Hawaii when assigned to the PBY-1 Patrol
Squadron 24 at Ford Island in April of 1941.
Later that year he was assigned to the newly formed
NAS Kaneohe Patrol Squadron 12, flying On De‑
cember 7th, 1941 he was standing the watch when
the attack on NAS Kaneohe was launched. When
he saw the inbound Japanese planes, he called to the
duty plane watch to start the engines and swam out
to his plane, which was moored in the bay. He was
then able to taxi down the e wind for take-off.
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My family lived on base, after my mother put me
into our home's "root cellar," she went to retrieve
my 7 year old sister. She and my sister watched my
father swim out to his plane and saw my Dad's plane
shot down and burning, shortly after lift-off.
On December 12th, his body was recovered. There
were burns to the face but a bullet wound with
entrance through the head above the right ear that
exited through the left cheek was the cause of death.
This wound was most certainly caused by Japanese
planes strafing the water as he tried to swim to shore.
He was originally buried on base next to the tempo‑
rary "mass grave" that was dug for the others that
died that day... what always irked my mother was
that he was buried so close to the "jap" pilot that also
died that day. In October, 1947 the men that died
that day were dug up and sent to various places... my
father's remains were sent to Colorado Springs.
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On December 25th, 1943 the USS Daniel T. Griffin
DE 54 was commissioned. On November 15th, 1966
it was transferred to the Chilean Navy. In 1994
it was sunk in training exercises off Talcahuano,
Chile. I believe this to be an honorable ending for
my father's ship.
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As a footnote, I joined the Navy on my 17th birthday
and retired 20 years later from VP 91. Thank you
so much for your interest in my father's story.
Donald R. Griffin, ADC USN Retired
Every year the Griffins visit Hawaii .....
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